HOW TO DEFEAT THE CORONA DRAGON

A Colouring Book for Children on How We Can Defeat the Corona Dragon Together
How to Defeat the Corona Dragon

The Disease Dragons

Here in our kingdom, we have many disease dragons that we all know very well. Unlike real dragons, though, they don’t breathe fire from their snouts – they breathe disease.
The Corona Dragon

Not long ago, a new dragon came to our kingdom – the Corona Dragon, the fastest of the disease dragons. It flies so fast that you can’t see it, and so it can infect many more people than other disease dragons.

Colour and cut out the dragon

Every time you defeat Corona in the story, bend one of its heads back (or just cut it right off).
The Discovery of the Five Strong Weapons Against Corona

Fortunately, we know how to outwit Corona. We’ve discovered five weapons that we can use to protect ourselves and others against Corona.
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Weapon #1

Armour

A true knight will not engage in battle without proper armour! The most important is a mask. You can also add gloves and eyewear to your armour.
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Weapon #2
A Secure Castle

You can meet Corona outside your castle walls, but it can’t enter your castle. Stay inside your castle walls as much as possible.
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Weapon #3
Keep Your Distance

Greet knights from other families from a distance. Jousting tournaments must wait until Corona is defeated.
Weapon #4

Clean Hands

The best weapon against Corona isn’t a sword – it’s soap. Wash your hands thoroughly after returning home.
Weapon #5

**Disinfection**

If you can’t wash your hands, chase the dragon off with disinfectant. Corona hates it as much as vampires hate garlic.
Head into Battle!

If we all join forces, we will soon defeat Corona!

1. Wear armour
2. Secure your castle
3. Keep your distance
4. Wash your hands
5. Use disinfection
Summary

Dear Parents! This colouring book about the Corona dragon came about in order to teach children about the precautions that can help protect them and those around them against COVID-19. We purposely did not mention anything here that could potentially scare them, and we leave it up to you to go into as much detail as you think is appropriate for their age and maturity level when you read this book together.
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